
Industry Leading Multi-Use 
& Playground Surfacing
It’s no surprise industry giant EasyTurf, the landscape arm 
of FieldTurf has launched the latest innovation in synthetic 
grass landscape surfacing. Revolution Blade Technology takes 
realism to the next level using a state of the art polymer 
process that closely replicates the look and feel of natural 
sod. The supple softness of these revolutionary fibers help to 
create the ultimate surface experience.

The eaSyTUrf dIfference
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contact easyTurf  
today for your free 
samples.

1-877-838-1586 
www.easyturf.com

4�ONLY manufacturer to offer a non pro-rated warranty; $32M in underwriting

4�21 of 32 NFL teams play or practice on FieldTurf

4�IPEMA Certified Products

4 Proprietary, 100% permeable backing drains clean

4�Dramatically reduces maintenance & irrigation costs

4�Anti-microbial and hypoallergenic

4�Superior durability and resiliency

4�Versatile product line fits many applications 

A luxurious grass that intertwines 
soft, tall field green blades with 
shorter curled nutmeg colored 
blades to match the look and 
feel of a beautifully manicured 
landscape.

4Olive green thatch available 
4Recycled fiber option available

A truly versatile landscape 
solution. This artificial grass 
surface can be installed over 
concrete, decking and more. 
Its combination of soft, longer 
blades and shorter curled blades 
ensures optimal authenticity.

4Indoor, fire-retardant option

A combination of field and olive 
green fibers create a natural 
looking, soft surface ideal for 
people, pets and other high  
traffic areas. 

4Recommended for dog parks 
4Available in single color

*Actual water savings vary based on installation size and region

Up to 70% water savings* Only manufacturer to offer non-prorated warrantyProven longest use

disney all-Star Sports Multi-Use field

bocce courts: Sun city developments

recreational Landscape Products

‐4High Traffic Areas

‐4Children’s Play Areas

‐4Multi-Use Fields

‐4Shaded & Low Light Areas

‐4Poor Draining Areas

‐4Pet Friendly Landscape

4‐Water Conscious Landscape

4“Green” Landscape Design

4LEED Credit Qualification

4Rooftop Applications   

IdeaL for

Only EasyTurf has this proprietary 100% 
permeable backing. It drains better than real 
grass and better than any other synthetic 
turf surface available. MaxxFlow also acts as 
a weed barrier and eliminates the need for 
deodorizers and other additives. 

PERMIABLE

New! Tufted turf logos. Now tufted logos are 
available in our signature fibers as well as our 
thatched products. EasyTurf synthetic grass 
logos couple permanent, high-visibility brand 
prominence with a synthetic grass product 
engineered to be the most durable, best 
draining and most realistic available.

custom Logos



STAYGREEN  
Advanced UV inhibitors guard 
fibers against fading.

FRESHLAWN 
Antimicrobial & non-
porous fibers inhibit 
absorption & growth of 
mold, mildew and odor 
causing bacteria. Non-
allergenic.

100% Permeable 
Backing Guaranteed 
to Drain Cleaner
Than Any Other  
Synthetic Grass & 
Real Grass

Built-In Weed 
Barrier

SOFT THATCH 
Supremely soft taller yarn intertwines 
with shorter curled blades to maximize  
the look & feel of a perfect lawn.

a new LeVeL of aUThenTIcITy:

PLay hard, faLL SofT

QUaLITy & InnoVaTIon

4��State-of-the-art polymer formula creates realistic 
fiber movement

4�Proprietary, precision manufacturing produces 
the softest texture available

4��New matte finish increases color brilliance

4�100% permeable backing with built-in weed 
barrier

4��11 exterior and seven interior ridges combine for 
maximum resilience

4��No Fading! Industry leading ultraviolet inhibitor 
technology

EasyTurf playground products are safer, 

cleaner and softer than any other artificial or 

organic play surface. EasyTurf is extremely 

durable, yet non-abrasive, providing 

longevity and a comfortable playing surface.  

4��Eliminates mud and grass stains

4No fertilizers and pesticides needed

4Hypoallergenic and antimicrobial surface

4�Most durable playground synthetic  
turf surface

4Forgiving cushioned surface comforts falls

revolutionary realism from the recognized Leader Leading-edge Playgound Safety and Surface design

Our new Revolution fiber uses a state of the art process

that closely replicates the look and feel of natural sod.

The introduction of this blade elevates EasyTurf

products to an authenticity level never before 

achieved. The supple softness of the fibers is made 

possible by 11 exterior and seven interior ridges 

crossing the width of the blade to produce the softest, 

most natural color, texture and resiliency ever possible 

in an artificial grass surface.

With Revolution’s natural, matte finish the true field and 

olive green colors pop, in a near perfect match to an 

organic grass surface.

FieldTurf:�

4 Invented the REVOLUTION fiber

4Invented the infilled artificial turf system

4Largest R&D team in the industry

4�Only manufacturer with independent and 
third party product testing

4�Only manufacturer with the infrastructure 
in place to recycle turf at end-of-life

4 Only manufacturer to offer recycled turf 
as an infill option  Quality Manufacturing

SCAN FOR VIDEO

IPEMA Certified, EasyTurf is able to meet the 

ASTM 1292 fall height requirements for up to 

12 feet and meets ASTM 1951 ADA certification 

requirements. This play ground system is extremely 

durable, yet non-abrasive, promoting longevity 

with a comfortable playing surface. 
     (Comprised of pre-consumer recycled materials)

SofT faLL TechnoLogy


